CASE HISTORY
Date of issue: May 19, 2011

Pond in Sochi
Krasnodar Territory, Sochi, Adler Area, Esto-Sadok
Products: Reno mattresses, gabions, Terramesh, Green Terramesh, MacMat, MacLine,
ParaLink, ParaGrid, ParaDrain, MacDrain.
Problem
The project is aimed to develop solutions for a
multi-purpose artificial pond providing backup
accumulation of technical groundwater and
rainfall for later use of backup water in various
fields. One of the main pond functions is to
supply water to the artificial snowmaking
facilities of ski trails. Water intake from the
pond for the fire-extinguishing system will be
an additional feature. Process tasks will be
solved through the organization of a
recreational area complementing the natural
landscape by an artificial pond and improving
the adjacent territory.
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Solution
The planned hydroelectric complex includes the
following facilities:
Pond basin. The MacLine STHE double-sided
textured geo-membrane 2 mm thick will be
installed to exclude filtration losses from the
pond. Filtration pressure at the basin base is
prevented by the use of MacDrain M 1121 (2L)
geo-composite drainage material. The upland
slope of the pond basin is protected by Reno
mattresses.
Thrust bench. The thrust bench is built using
gabion technologies. The bottom part of the Construction start
bench is formed by installing the Terramesh
system. The design properties of the thrust
bench are achieved by laying the Paragrid
200/15 geo-synthetic grid. To make the
construction look like a green slope, the upper
part of the thrust bench is made using the Green
Terramesh system.
Dam. The dam body is reinforced with
ParaDrain 200/15 geogrid in order to improve
structural reliability and rule out any possible
overmoistening of embankment soil.
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Protection of the bottom dam slope from the
surface erosion is provided by greening the
slope, with additionally laid MacMat - 13.1
geosynthetic material.
Water outlet. Water supply to the
snowmaking station is provided by a
turretless tube outlet with a gallery and
camera shutters.
The surface water discharge. The
construction is designed to discharge excess
water from the pond into a natural log when
the design pond level is exceeded.
Stepped water discharge. The structure Construction in progress
design uses gabion technologies. The initial
section is made as a trapezoidal tray from
Reno mattresses. The water discharge is made
from gabion blocks in order to absorb the
flow energy and to reduce eroding load in
significantly sloped relief areas. Concrete
matts laid around the structure prevent slope
flooding.
Green Terramesh System No. 1 - revetment
wall. The revetment wall is built to stabilize
the slope cut for the construction of the pond.
The decision to use gabion technologies for
construction of the revetment wall is based on
a preliminary economic analysis of the Construction in progress
feasibility of this technology, technology
characteristics, possibility to make the
structure look as natural as possible and to
reduce the deforestation area. The design
parameters of the revetment wall are achieved
by reinforcing the embankment with Paralink
500 geogrid. MacDrain 2L drainage material
is laid around the construction pit to prevent
the embankment from being flooded.
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Green Terramesh System No.2 - the ramp to
the SIS. The construction of a two-sided wall
using the Green Terramesh system provides the
connection of the ridge of the dam with the
operational area. The wall is made by prelaying Reno mattresses at the base, on both
sides of the ramp. Through reinforcement of the
ramp is performed by Paragrid 200/15 geogrid.

Retaining wall from gabion blocks (No.3).
Built from gabion blocks, the retaining wall
forms a thrust bench for subsequent backfilling
of the embankment, providing an area for
laying the snowmaking station utilities. Construction in progress
Simultaneously, the task of matching the
utilities area to the terrain is tackled.
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Applied products:
MacLine TDH 200 – 30,910 m2;
MacDrain 1121 M (2L) 50,040 m2;
Needle punched polypropylene Geotextile
28,250 m2;
ParaDrain 200/15 67,300 m2;
ParaGrid 200/15 57,450 m2;
ParaLink 500 76,500 m2;
MacLine GCL No. 20 5,434 m2;
MacMat MM 13.1 14,043 m2;
Reno mattresses (0.23 m) 15,024 m2;
Reno mattresses (0.30 m) 12,886 m2;
Terramesh System 4x2x0.5 m with PVC coating
1,046 m3;
Green Terramesh System 3x2x0.60 m 4,731 m2;
Construction in progress
Construction period:
Construction start
June 2010
Construction end
November 2011
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